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Following successful crowd ideation contests, organizations in search of the “next big thing” are left with
hundreds of ideas. Expert-based idea filtering is lengthy and costly; therefore, crowd-based strategies are often
employed. Unfortunately, these strategies typically (1) do not separate the mediocre from the excellent, and (2)
direct all the attention to certain idea concepts, while others starve. We introduce DBLemons – a crowd-based
idea filtering strategy that addresses these issues by (1) asking voters to identify the worst rather than the best
ideas using a “bag of lemons” voting approach, and (2) by exposing voters to a wider idea spectrum, thanks
to a dynamic diversity-based ranking system balancing idea quality and coverage. We compare DBLemons
against two state-of-the-art idea filtering strategies in a real-world setting. Results show that DBLemons is
more accurate, less time-consuming, and reduces the idea space in half while still retaining 94% of the top
ideas.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Open innovation is the process where an organization opens up to external parties (customers,
stakeholders, volunteers) to gather out-of-the-box ideas on how to solve challenging problems. The
rationale is that while many problems can be solved within the traditional boundaries of the firm,
sometimes the knowledge, intuition and radical creativity required for solving new problems is
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not available and must be sought outside. In the last decade, open innovation has led to a major
shift in how we think about R&D: from siloed, in-house discovery to the engagement of external
crowds, with leading firms (like Intel, Cisco [21] and Lego [34]), semi-autonomous organizational
collectives [20], and innovation brokers (OpenIDEO, Innocentive1 ) all relying on it to select the
projects to be funded.
However, one of the main – and persistent – problems that organizations face after an idea
contest is that of filtering. Contributors have just sent in a flood of candidate solutions of variable
quality, and these solutions must now be reviewed, and the most promising among them must be
selected. At this stage, organizations usually rely on in-house experts who will evaluate and filter the
ideas. This can be a cumbersome, costly and lengthy process, which creates significant production
bottlenecks and increases the transaction costs for searching and evaluating externally-sourced
knowledge [25]. An indicative example is Google’s 10 to the 100th project, which received over
150, 000 suggestions on how to channel Google’s charitable contributions [47]. To deal with the
unexpected deluge of submitted ideas, Google had to allocate 3000 employees for the filtering of
the ideas; a process that put them nine months behind schedule. Furthermore, research has shown
that the in-house experts may miss good solutions due to the significant cognitive load involved
in reviewing multiple diverse ideas in a short time frame [46, 48]. Together, these problems cause
serious concerns about the practical usability of open innovation and often make organizations, as
well as investors reluctant about using open innovation altogether [24, 30].
In view of the above, researchers have recently started to explore using the crowd to filter
the candidate ideas. The most typical strategy used by popular open innovation platforms like
OpenIDEO is majority voting, where crowd raters go through the candidate ideas and upvote their
preferred ones, and ranking is dynamically2 calculated in a descending vote order. The problem
with this strategy is that it is prone to quickly locking into a fairly static and arbitrary ranking of
the ideas because of positive feedback loops, as people tend to fixate on the few ideas that have
already received good ratings or are readily visible [43]. For example, in the OpenIDEO challenge
with which we will work on in this paper, half of the crowd’s evaluations went to only 10% of the
ideas, while one fifth of the ideas (21%) received no evaluation3 . A second problem with majority
voting is that the crowds are less effective in distinguishing mediocre from excellent ideas [29].
To address these issues, in this paper we propose DBLemons: a crowd-based idea filtering
strategy which helps increase filtering efficiency by balancing idea quality and idea concept space
coverage. We compare DBLemons against two ranking strategies: i) majority voting, which replicates
the standard voting mechanism used in today’s online innovation communities and ii) Bag of
Lemons [29], a state-of-the-art approach that uses negative instead of positive voting, which we
extend for use in the dynamic ranking setting of real-world innovation platforms.
Our work makes three main contributions. We show that:
• Balancing idea quality and idea representativeness improves the filtering of high-quality
ideas, as it helps people make better comparative decisions.
• Majority voting is more time consuming and less accurate than the other two alternatives.
• Bag of Lemons with dynamic ranking has similar filtering efficiency as Majority voting, but
finds good ideas faster. This result confirms Klein and Garcia( 2015) on the dynamic setting.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we analyze related work and the different approaches of idea evaluation, ranking and filtering. In section 3 we present our methodology,
1 https://openideo.com/, https://www.innocentive.com/
2 Dynamic ranking means that the number of votes

per idea is updated every time a user casts a vote, and this information
is used to re-calculate the ranking that a new user sees when he/she first enters the platform. We will use this definition
throughout the paper.
3 OpenIDEO challenge on women’s safety: https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/womens-safety/refinement, Evaluation stage
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comprising dataset creation and the three ranking strategies, including DBLemons. We continue
with section 4 and the presentation of our experimental results, which illustrate the efficacy of our
method when applied to a real-world idea filtering problem. Next, in section 5, we discuss these
results in light of their impact on open innovation, present limitations and future work. Finally, in
section 6 we conclude with the main findings and take-away messages of the paper.
2
2.1

RELATED WORK
Idea Evaluation: Who will be the reviewer?

Machines or Humans. Ideas can be judged using machines, humans or a combination of the two.
Machine rating is generally applied to ideas that are in structured format. For example, ETS grading
[16] uses natural language processing to grade papers. However, it is still difficult for machines
to evaluate ideas on aspects like creativity, as this requires combining high-level knowledge from
heterogeneous sources. In contrast, human intelligence excels at acquiring, understanding and
making mental connections among diverse knowledge sets, and in making abstractions. Although
very recent literature has moved towards the direction of teaching machines how to perform these
tasks [23], humans are still the best option for intellectual, subjective tasks like innovation assessment.
Experts or crowds. Human evaluators can be experts or non-experts. Experts have a substantial
knowledge of the field and of the market, and can thus provide more informed and trustworthy
evaluations [12]. Many crowdsourcing platforms such as Topcoder, Taskcn, and Wooshii use expert
panels to select contest winners [11]. However, experts are also scarce and expensive, since gaining
expertise on a particular innovation subfield takes a substantial amount of training. In practice,
convening an expert group to evaluate the large number of ideas of an open innovation contest has
proven to be prohibitively slow, costly, and to cause significant decision and production bottlenecks
[28]. Crowds have been proposed as an alternative to evaluating ideas that require human input.
Apart from the evident advantage of being faster and more cost-effective [32], adequately large
numbers of people have proven to make accurate estimations of reality due to their large diversity
of viewpoints, knowledge and skills (“wisdom of the crowds” notion [45]). Expertise can also
be found within the crowd, and researchers have searched for ways of leveraging it through
expertise-weighted consensus mechanisms [9], and priming techniques for novices to serve as
expert proxies [37]. Under the right conditions, crowd-based idea evaluation has been shown to
be equivalent to that of experts [26]. Evidence finally exists that crowds can provide high quality
opinions on difficult judgment and choice tasks, frequently outperforming individual experts [17].
Overall, recent literature shows that crowds have potential in evaluating promising ideas. Combined
with the prospect for reduced cost and faster turnaround times, they constitute an alternative that
needs to be explored for high-quality idea filtering.
2.2

Idea Evaluation: How will the ideas be selected?

Author-based or content-based. Idea evaluation mechanisms can be broadly classified into
author-based or content-based [27]. In author-based evaluation, the reputation of the author is
the main determinant of selecting good ideas. This reputation may be known a-priori or it may
be gradually assessed over longitudinal tasks [8]. Ideas from reputable authors or authors scoring
high on standardized questions are selected. Content-based filtering places focus on the idea itself
and its potential to effectively solve the given problem. This mechanism can be further divided into
two evaluation mechanisms: i) judgment-based or ii) choice-based.
Judgment-based or choice-based. Judgment-based evaluation involves individually assessing
each idea on a pre-agreed rating scale (e.g. Likert) [15, 40]. It offers the advantage of a meaningful
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interpretation of the result, since all ideas are assessed against an absolute standard (the scale’s
endpoints). It has also been connected to a higher perceived ease of use and higher decision
quality [7]. However, because each idea is assessed individually, judgment-based evaluation takes
time and can thus be expensive [28]. In this paper we will use the judgment-based approach to create
the benchmark dataset of ideas, which we will use to compare the three crowd-based filtering strategies
that the paper investigates.
Choice-based filtering involves comparing a set of ideas and then, in accordance to certain
evaluation guidelines, selecting some of these ideas based on one’s own preference [35, 39], or
based on the expected preferences of other evaluators [7]. Because it involves comparisons and not
individual assessment, choice-based filtering is faster and thus more cost-effective for use by large
numbers of evaluators [50]. However, since it does not evaluate ideas against an absolute criterion,
its performance is affected by the ranking strategy, i.e. the order in which the ideas are presented
to the crowd. In this paper we propose a new choice-based filtering strategy and will compare it with
two real-world and state-of-the art alternatives.
2.3

Idea Ranking and Filtering

Majority voting. In majority voting, each voter gets to upvote ideas they like (similar to Facebook
“Likes”). Ideas are ranked in descending order based on the number of upvotes they receive. This
method enables a crowd to provide similar accuracy to a Likert scale-based evaluation but at a
fraction of the required time [28]. However, it also presents two problems when applied to large
idea collections. First, the “snowball” effect, where voters are fixated on a few ideas or idea concepts
(ideas with similar thematic) because these ideas or concepts received the first initial upvotes and
thus are more likely to be seen (and voted on) by subsequent users, while other potentially better
ideas do not receive an equal share of attention [43]. Second, when positive voting is used, as in
majority voting, users are less likely to distinguish mediocre from excellent ideas [29]. Despite the
above, majority voting is a straightforward method for voters to understand, and thus it is widely
used by many online open innovation communities like OpenIDEO and GrabCAD [43].
In this paper we will replicate majority voting and use it as a baseline for comparison with the
other two ranking strategies with which we will experiment.
Bag of Lemons. To address the second problem of majority voting, i.e. the difficulty of crowd
voters to filter mediocre from excellent ideas, Klein and Garcia (2015) introduced the notion of “Bag
of Lemons” (BoL). The key insight is that crowds are better at eliminating bad ideas than they are
at identifying good ones. In their experiment, a group of lab members were informed that a given
set of ideas had been reviewed by an expert committee, and that their job was to predict which
ideas had been selected as winners. They used the BoL multi-voting technique with static ranking
(ideas are not re-ordered as participants vote on the platform) and compared these results with
the Bag of Stars and Likert scale approaches. They found that using the Bag of Lemons approach
provided a better recall/compression trade-off with significant time improvements. Other literature
on BoL [50] has looked into user activity when using BoL and compared it to both the Likert scale
and up/down-voting.
In this paper we extend the BoL approach on a dynamic voting setting, where multiple voters
arrive at different times, with unknown arrival rates, and where each voter views the ideas ranked
according to the votes of the previous users. In this setting, which is closer to the actual conditions
of real-world open innovation communities, we explore whether Bag of Lemons will still manage
to increase filtering efficiency and reduce task time for the crowd workers.
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Cross-Domain inspiration: Idea Diversification

To address the first problem of majority voting, i.e. that voters tend to be fixated on a few idea
concepts while others receive disproportionately less attention, we draw inspiration from the
notion of diversity. Diversity is most often encountered in the fields of information retrieval and
recommender systems, where researchers seek to recommend interesting sets of items to people
(e.g., movies on Netflix), and where predicting exactly what the user wants is difficult. One strategy
around this is to recommend a diverse set of items, hoping that by covering a diverse space of
options, the chances of matching one of the recommended items to user preferences will increase.
The intuition for this approach stems from the portfolio effect [5] where placing similar items
together has decreasing additional value for users. This diminishing marginal utility property is
also well-studied within consumer choice theory and related fields [13]. Various approaches have
been proposed for representing and optimizing this diminishing marginal utility to achieve efficient
diversification [49]. Such approaches relate to a broad set of applications like music discovery
[52], keyword-based summarization [18], ecology[38], and document summarization [53]. In this
paper, we examine if diversifying the idea ranking based on thematic concept clusters (sets of ideas
with similar thematic) and combining this with the BoL strategy (which has proven to be better than
majority voting at least on static settings) will ensure a better coverage of the idea space and thus help
increase filtering efficiency.
In summary, building on related literature, in this paper we aim at answering the following two
research questions:
• Does Bag of Lemons (BoL) outperform majority voting in filtering efficiency within a dynamic
vote ranking setting?
• Does diversity-assisted ranking increase BoL’s efficiency in filtering high-quality ideas?
3

METHODOLOGY

We first create a dataset of a real-world open innovation problems. In this dataset, we compare the
three idea ranking and filtering strategies: i) Majority voting, ii) Bag of Lemons (BoL) and iii) Bag
of Lemons with idea diversification (DBLemons).
3.1

Dataset Creation

3.1.1 Real-world idea selection and summarization. To test open innovation idea filtering we
need a dataset containing real-world ideas. A straightforward solution would be to use ideas from
an existing open innovation problem and test the new algorithms on the top ideas selected for
this problem by experts or by the crowd. This approach has two problems. One, by asking crowd
workers to vote on ideas, the text and ratings of which are publicly available, one risks that crowd
workers will simply look these ratings up and provide biased evaluations. Two, it is difficult to
ascertain if the top ideas selected by the crowd through an existing open innovation platform were
selected based solely on merit or if this selection was affected by other factors, like word count
and number of comments as previous research indicates [2]. Hence, we decided to generate a new
dataset. We proceeded as follows.
First, to make our dataset as close to reality as possible, we gathered a set of ideas posted by
community members of a successful online innovation platform, called OpenIDEO. OpenIDEO
promotes social impact by designing products, services and experiences that build on the ideas of its
distributed community [19]. It hosts idea “challenges” around social issues. Each challenge has four
stages: i) Research, ii) Ideas (hundreds of thousands of idea submissions), iii) Evaluation (filtered
subset of ideas, 10% of the previous stage), and iv) Winners. To browse through or upvote ideas,
OpenIDEO users can order the ideas by date, total number of comments, or total applauds, which
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are gradually accrued over time. Past work has investigated finding a smaller subset of diverse
ideas on OpenIDEO and training classifiers to rank ideas by quality [4] [2]. It has also been shown
that the top-rated ideas in OpenIDEO are in the bottom 5 percentile of diversity, meaning that the
top ideas shown are very similar to one another [3].
We created our dataset by summarizing ideas from the Evaluation stage of an OpenIDEO challenge
on women’s safety4 . The decision to work with the ideas of the Evaluation, rather than the Ideation
stage was taken for two reasons: i) all Evaluation-stage ideas have a minimum quality and structure,
compared to ideation stage ideas which may be of poor quality or stubs, ii) summarizing 600 ideas is
time consuming and not central to the research question that is the focus of this work. The chosen
challenge called for ideas to solve the following problem:
“How might we make low-income urban areas safer and
more empowering for women and girls?"
We summarized each idea in approximately 150 words, taking care to remove identifying information that could lead back to the original OpenIDEO idea description. Each summary was
reviewed sequentially by 3 reviewers of the author team to homogenize the writing style and avoid
bias due to different writing skill levels. In the end, we acquired a dataset of 52 idea summaries.
3.1.2 Dataset Evaluation. The next step is to evaluate our dataset, and identify the subset of top
ideas (hereby called “golden set”) that will be used to compare the ranking strategies. Using the
judgment-based idea evaluation approach, we use crowd ratings to evaluate each idea. We hired a
total of 520 Figure Eight5 (previously named CrowdFlower) workers and asked each of them to
evaluate three ideas on a 5-point Likert scale on the following quality axes: i) Investment potential,
ii) Novelty, iii) Impact potential, iv) Feasibility, v) Scalability, vi) Understandability and vii) Overall
feeling. The axes were selected in accordance with the common axes used by OpenIDEO to evaluate
its ideas in different challenges. In the end, each idea was evaluated by 30 crowd workers. Using the
average ratings across axes and workers, we obtained the final quality score for each idea. Using
these scores, we selected the Top 30% (16 ideas; a similar selection ratio to that of OpenIDEO, which
for this challenge selected 15 finalists out of the 52 ideas). These ideas constitute our golden set,
over which we will compare the three ranking strategies of our experiments.
3.2

Ranking strategies

3.2.1 Majority Voting. Majority voting replicates the standard voting mechanism used in online
design communities. Each rater gets up to 52 votes (the size of our idea dataset). They are free to
use them to upvote any number of ideas but they cannot allocate more than one vote per idea. A
rater sees the ideas by visiting our idea platform (the functionality of which we present in detail
later on, in the Experimental Setup sub-section). When the rater visits our platform, ideas are sorted
in descending order by the total number of votes they have already received (i.e. ideas with the
most votes go at the top). Dynamic ranking is used, i.e. the number of votes per idea is updated
every time a user casts a vote, and this information is used to re-calculate the ranking that a new
user sees when he/she first enters the platform.
3.2.2 Bag-of-Lemons (BoL). In this strategy we adopt the Bag of Lemons approach proposed in
literature and combine it with dynamic ranking. Each participant is given a budget of 10 “lemons",
and they are asked to distribute them to the ideas they feel are the least likely to be selected as
winners by an expert committee (the actual winning ideas are kept secret from the workers until
the end of the task). The focus here is on eliminating bad ideas, rather than identifying good ones.
4 https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/womens-safety/refinement
5 https://www.figure-eight.com/
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Fig. 1. Testing platform screenshot, BoL/DBLemons strategies

Ideas are ranked in ascending order of the total number of lemons they have received (ideas with
the least number of lemons, i.e. of higher quality, are at the top). Dynamic ranking is used, in
contrast to the Bag of Lemons approach in Klein and Garcia (2015). The choice of 10 lemons was
selected similar to that work for a dataset of similar size (50 ideas in Klein and Garcia (2015 and 52
in our dataset).
3.2.3 Diverse Bag-of-Lemons (DBLemons). In this strategy we combine the notion of diversity
with the Bag of Lemons approach. Similarly to the BoL strategy, each participant is given 10
lemons and they are asked to distribute them to the ideas they feel are less likely to win. From the
participant’s perspective this strategy looks and feels exactly like the BoL strategy. The difference
is that after each participant submits their rating, the ideas are ranked by a greedy algorithm,
which optimizes for both quality and diversity. Dynamic ranking is used, as in the other two
strategies. Idea diversity is calculated using a submodular diversity function, which rewards idea
difference (the more different an idea is to the ones already shown to the user, the higher reward it
is given by the function). The metric we use to reward idea difference is inspired by the diversity
reward function used by Lin et al. (2011) for multi-document summarization. This function rewards
diversity and utility of a set S of items as follows:
f (S) =

Õ
j ∈S

Wj + λ ×

K p
Õ

|S ∩ Pc |

(1)

c=1

Here, S = s 1 , ..., sm is a set of m items (in our case ideas, one idea in this set denoted by j).
The more high-quality ideas and the more diverse ideas set S contains, the higher the value it is
attributed by function f (S). Set S is a subset of the original set V of all n ideas (i.e. S ⊆ V where
V = v 1 , · · · , vn , and one idea in this set is denoted by i). The first part of the equation controls
quality. W denotes the quality vector of the ideas in the set S at a given instance, such that a higher
weight implies a better idea. Thus, the higher the quality of ideas set S contains, the higher the
value of f (S). The second part of the equation controls diversity. The set V of all ideas is partitioned
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into k clusters. Each cluster Pc , c = 1,...,k contains a set of thematically similar ideas, and is disjoint
ÐK
ÑK
from the rest of the clusters (i.e. c=1
Pc = V and c=1
Pc = ∅). |S ∩ Pc | denotes the cardinality of
the subset of S with ideas in cluster k. The square root function automatically promotes diversity
by rewarding ideas from clusters that have not yet contributed to set S. Thus, the more ideas from
underrepresented clusters that set S has, the higher the value of f (S). Finally, the parameter λ
controls the preference given to diversity over quality. A large λ value means that idea diversity
will weigh more than quality.
Next, we use a submodular greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1) to order the ideas [36]. Given the set
V of all ideas, the algorithm starts with an empty set S. In the end, this set S will be the ranking
that the algorithm outputs. It will contain all ideas ordered in such a way as to maximize the
objective value defined in Eq. 1, i.e. the ideas of high quality and high diversity (i.e. from clusters
less represented so far) are at the top of the ranking. To achieve this, the algorithm starts adding
ideas to set S and removing them from set V , one idea at a time, such that the selected idea i ∈ V is
the one with the highest marginal gain δ f (S ∪ i) on set S. By choosing at each step to add the idea
that will maximize quality and diversity of the existing set of already added ideas, the algorithm not
only selects the ideas but also orders them as well. Finally, as the function in Eq. 1 is sub-modular
and monotonic, the algorithm is also theoretically guaranteed to provide the best possible (1 − e1 )
polynomial-time approximation to the optimal solution.
Algorithm 1: DBLemons algorithm. The algorithm performs a polynomial-time greedy maximization of the gain on the weighted combination between idea quality and diversity (Eq. 1).
The output is a ranking of all ideas such that high-quality/high-diversity ideas are at the top.
Data: Original set V of all ideas
Result: Ranked set S of all ideas
1 initialization;
2 S ← ∅;
3 while V , ∅ do
4
Pick an item Vi that maximizes δ f (S ∪ i);
5
S = S ∪ {Vi };
6
V = V − Vi ;
7

return S;

Calculating the λ value The DBLemons algorithm can function with all possible values of λ
from Eq. 1. This means that it can be tuned to favor idea quality or diversity or none, depending on
the needs of the ranking. A λ value equal to zero would mean that the algorithm is similar to BoL.
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Since in this paper we examine the effect of diversity, we need to set the value of λ at a high enough
value, so that diversity is favored in its output ranking. As an example, think of the following case.
Suppose that in adding a new idea to the ranking the algorithm has to choose between (1) an idea
with a high quality score from a cluster that has already been represented or (b) an idea with a
lower quality score from a new cluster (emphasizing diversity). In such cases, we select a value of
λ such that DBLemons will always favor diversity and use quality only as a tie-breaker between
ideas of the same cluster
To calculate the λ value, which gives the desired diverse ranking, we proceeded as follows. We
first take a random uniform distribution of lemons on ideas and then vary the value of λ using a
step of 100 from 0 to 104 (as we will see, this upper value is more than enough to allow stabilization
of the obtained result). We obtained similar results when using other distributions as well, namely
the normal distribution, the log-normal distribution and the beta distribution parameterized in
five different ways (altering the α and β shape parameters of the distribution, which allowed us
to cover a very wide variety of possible vote distributions). Here, for brevity, we report results
from the uniform and beta distributions. For each λ value we calculate the rank order of ideas.
Then we compare the obtained ranking to the ranking that is acquired from the previous λ value.
This provides a measure of how the ranking changes between consecutive values. To compare two
different rankings, we use normalized Kendall’s tau distance, a correlation metric widely used to
compare ranking of items.
To avoid any outlines in the results due to the randomness of the distribution parameterization,
we run the experiment 100 times per λ value and average the results. As the λ value increases, the
obtained ranking changes, because diversity begins to have an effect on the ranking; however the
ranking should stabilize when the λ value is sufficiently large. Since in this paper we examine the
effect of diversity on crowd-based idea filtering, we are interested in finding the minimum value
of λ after which diversity can fully produce its effects, i.e. the value of λ after which the obtained
ranking stabilizes for maximum diversity. Fig. 3 illustrates the progress of the mean rank correlation
with the progress of the λ value from 100 runs for six different distributions (uniform plus the five
beta variations). We observe that for all values above λ = 2000, the obtained rankings are exactly
the same. This gives us an empirical estimate of the minimum value of λ for diverse ranking for the
dataset and lemon set size used in this paper. Selecting any value above the estimated cut-off will
give the same results assuming the true vote distribution is similar to the considered distributions.
Rule of thumb for calculating the λ value. The minimum λ value described above requires a
stepwise experiment, like the aforementioned, to identify. For the practitioner or researcher who
wants to implement DBLemons inside their idea filtering system, running this experiment may not
be feasible feasible, as they may not know the expected distribution of votes. Therefore, below we
provide a “rule of thumb” approach for calculating the λ value. Note that this rule of thumb is based
on the worst-case scenario, i.e. the extremely unlikely case that all voters give all their lemons to
one single idea, and therefore produces a more conservative (i.e. higher) minimum value than the
detailed experiment above, which, as we saw, will still produce the same ranking. Nonetheless,
its advantage is that it can be easily adapted to different idea dataset, lemon bucket and voter
population sizes. We proceed as follows. Our largest
cluster
has 14 ideas. Therefore the minimum
√
√
marginal gain of adding a new element is 0.136( 14 − 13 in the square root function part of Eq. 1).
In our experiments, we use 50 workers giving them 10 lemons each. This means that the maximum
possible quality score for one idea can be 500. Hence, to ensure that diversity is always favored
above quality, one can simply select any value of λ > (500/0.136) = 3676. As the true cut-off will
always be lower than this value, the rank ordering will be exactly the same irrespective of which
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Fig. 3. Correlation of ranking between successive values of λ for DBLemons measured using Kendall tau
distance (log scale for x axis). After λ = 2000 the ranking produced by DBLemons remains stable. This is the
minimum cut-off value for the algorithm to show a clear preference for diversity.

value of λ is chosen above this cut-off value. In our experiments, we used a λ value well above the
cut-off, namely λ = 10000.
Idea Clustering The greedy algorithm in Eq. 1 requires cluster labels of each idea for function
evaluation. Often, these labels are provided by users themselves through tags when posting their
idea to an open innovation contest. When this is not the case, one can obtain these labels either
manually by placing similar ideas in buckets, or through automatic methods. In our study, we
considered two methods of clustering the ideas: (1) automatic text-based and (2) manual conceptbased. In the first method, we used the text of each idea to derive its word2vec vector representation,
and calculate a similarity score between each pair of ideas (values in the 0 to 1 range). However, the
clustering obtained using this method was unstable with ideas being allotted to different clusters
in different clustering runs, mainly due to the fact that there existed little variation between the
similarity of the different idea pairs (mean similarity of all ideas was found to be 0.85 and standard
deviation equal to 0.04). Hence, we proceeded with a manual clustering of the ideas. We dig deeper
into the effect of clustering, and discuss its impact on the performance for our task, as well as for
future diversity-based methods, in the section 5.3.
For the manual clustering two experts, members of the research lab of the author team who
had not seen the automatic clustering results, classified the ideas based on their thematic focus.
They worked as follows. Each idea was printed in a physical card and spread randomly on a
tabletop that served as the collaboration space. The experts then progressively grouped the ideas
in thematic groups, moving the cards on the tabletop, through discussion and deliberation. Larger
clusters appeared in the beginning, dividing the idea space into a few rough parts, and these were
progressively refined to smaller clusters as the experts fine-grained the similarities and differences
between the ideas. At the end of this process, eight clusters were identified, with ideas revolving
around: 1) Childcare facilities (ideas around improving low-income women’s opportunities through
better childcare support), 2) Education (ideas focusing on improving the access to and the quality
of training programs for women and girls), 3) Employment (ideas focusing on empowering women
through novel ways of increasing their monthly income, like community-supported entrepreneurship), 4) Gender-bias awareness (ideas focusing on behavioral training of young boys and men
on subjects related to inequality and gender-based violence), 5) Leadership , (ideas focusing on
increasing the leadership potential of women from low-income areas) 6) Physical Objects (ideas
involving a physical object to improve the safety of women, like water cleaning systems), 7) Public
Spaces , (ideas around improving women’s safety in public spaces) and 8) Transportation (ideas
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around improving safety within transportation means). Fig. 2 shows the number of ideas per cluster
and the number of ideas in the golden set.
4
4.1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental Setup

4.1.1 Testing platform. To test the three ranking methods, we developed a web platform with a
look-and-feel similar to the OpenIDEO platform, with the difference that the ideas are displayed in
the ranked order of the experimental strategy that is being used (Fig. 1). Ideas are displayed across
multiple pages, with each page displaying 10 ideas. To see all 52 ideas, a worker has to go through
6 pages. However, replicating the OpenIDEO functionality, workers are free to evaluate as many
ideas as they like, without the need to go through all of the ideas. Each idea is shown in a separate
box that contains the idea’s image, text summary and an evaluation option. In case majority voting
is used, this evaluation option is a “thumbs up" button that the worker can activate (meaning that
they upvote the idea), and workers can upvote as many ideas as they like. In case Bag of Lemons or
Diversity is used, the evaluation option is a button that adds a number of “lemons" to the idea. Each
worker starts with exactly 10 lemons, and they can allocate any number of these lemons to any
idea. On the top right corner of the platform we placed a short instructions message, reminding
the worker to vote for their preferred ideas (majority voting), or reminding them their number
of unassigned lemons (BoL or DBLemons). Workers can change their evaluations (thumbs up or
lemon assignments) as many times as they like, until they are satisfied with the result.
4.1.2 Crowd workers. We hired 150 Figure Eight workers (different than the ones used for
the idea dataset creation described in the previous), and divided them randomly into the three
experimental conditions (one condition for each strategy, 50 workers per condition). No specific test
was required for workers to register for the Figure Eight task that gave access to our platform, since
we aimed for the typical internet user, like the ones that usually vote in open innovation contests.
Nevertheless, to ensure a minimum guarantee of task attention we opted for hiring mid-experienced
but not over specialized Figure Eight workers (Level 2 out of 3). Each worker was given a link to
the platform, and they were paid once they finished their evaluation. As noted above, similarly to
real-world open innovation platforms, each worker was free to spend as much or as little time as
they wanted reading and evaluating some or all of the ideas of the challenge. Nevertheless, to avoid
bias in the results from possible spammers, we cleared the results of those workers that did not
rate any idea or did not give any lemon (less than 2% of the hired workers) and replaced them with
other workers to reach the desired number of hires (50 workers per compared strategy). Payment
was calculated on the basis of $12/hour6 , and for an average estimated task duration of 15 minutes7 ,
i.e. $3 per worker. To further incentivize workers into making as qualitative evaluation as possible,
we notified them that the Top 3 accurate raters would get an additional bonus of $1.
4.1.3 Ranked order calculation. As soon as all workers had finished voting, we obtained the
ranked order for each of the three voting strategies. For the Majority voting case, ideas were
ordered in descending number of total votes. For the BoL and DBLemons cases, ideas we ordered
in ascending number of total lemons. In case of ties, we applied the dense ranking allocation model
(“1223 ranking"), according to which when two ideas have the same number of upvotes or lemons,
these ideas are given the same ranking place number (e.g. place number 2), and the idea(s) after
them receive the next ordinal number (place number 3 in our example). To break ties within the
same ranking place, we ordered ideas alphabetically.
6 http://guidelines.wearedynamo.org

7 As we will see in the results analysis, this time estimation indeed included the average task durations of all three algorithms.
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of the three ranking strategies. The dashed line shows the golden set
cardinality cut-off. DBLemons finds more winning ideas, earlier on, with less workers, and using a smaller
portion of the ranked idea space.

4.2

Performance

4.2.1 DBLemons outperforms BoL and Majority voting in filtering efficiency. Fig. 4 compares
the filtering performance of the three strategies. We first show the final ROC curve, followed
by filtering efficiency curves by using (b) 20 and (c) all 50 voters per strategy. From the ROC
curve, it is evident that DBLemons outperforms both BoL and Majority voting with a higher AUC
(AUC Major ity = 0.648, AU C BoL = 0.671, AU C DBLemons = 0.869). DBLemons also achieves a True
Positive Rate (TPR) of 1, with False Positive Rate (FPR) of only 0.44. The other two methods perform
similarly to one another, achieving their maximum TPR at FPR of 0.77 and 0.75.
Going a bit deeper into our analysis we observe Fig. 4 (b) and (c). Here, the y axis corresponds to
the percentage of golden set ideas identified, using the x% first ideas of the ranked order of each
strategy (x axis). For example in Fig. 4c, we see that considering all available voters and using the
50% first ideas of the returned ranked order, majority voting manages to retrieve approximately
60% of the golden set, BoL has exactly the same result, while DBLemons retrieves 94% of the golden
set. The dashed vertical line corresponds to the cardinality of the golden set (16/52 ≈ 31% of the
total number of ideas). Two main observations can be made using this figure. First, the filtering
efficiency of DBLemons is higher than both the BoL and Majority voting strategies, even from
the first few voters (Fig. 4 b)). When all voters are used, DBLemons manages to identify three
quarters (75%) of the golden set using approximately as many ideas as the golden set itself (35%
of the ideas when the golden set represents 33% of the ideas). On the other hand, using the same
percentage of ranked ideas, majority voting manages to find only 50% of the winning ideas. BoL is
left even further behind as it starts making distinctions among ideas using 40% of its ranked order
and above. More important, DBLemons manages to identify 94% of the winner ideas using only
half (50%) of the idea space, while BoL needs to explore 70% and Majority voting 80% of the idea
space respectively.
As we will see in the Discussion section 5 that will follow, the 20 − 30% reduction of the idea space
size achieved by the proposed method compared to the other two alternatives, means significant gains
in terms of effort and cost, and considerably improves the prospects of open innovation adoption by
large commercial players.
4.2.2 DBLemons has a higher distinction ability than the other two strategies. The second remark
that we can make concerns the distinction ability of the three strategies. As it can be expected, the
fewer people have voted, the more ties we have among the ranked ideas, and therefore the less
distinction capability the algorithms have. This is more clearly reflected in Fig. 6, which visualizes
, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: August 2018.
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the ranking changes per algorithm as the number of participating voters increases. Colored boxes
in this figure represent golden set ideas, and blocks of boxes represent ideas that have received
the same number of votes/lemons. For example, on the far left column, we see that using a limited
(20) number of voters the Majority voting strategy distinguishes 11 total blocks of, i.e. ranks the 52
total ideas with 11 ranked places. To surpass the size of the golden set, and thus give a conclusive
answer about ideas can be included in the Top 30% winning ideas, it needs a total of 26 ideas (blocks
1-7), out of the total 52. This means that for this specific number of voters, the distinction capacity
of majority voting starts from 50% of the idea space. Coming back to Fig. 4 (b) we see this result
quantitatively: indeed the point of the Majority voting line that surpasses the vertical 30% cutoff
line starts at 50% of the x axis. Still on Fig. 4 (and confirming visually with Fig. 6) we can observe
that DBLemons can distinguish enough ideas to reach the golden set size earlier on than the other two
algorithms. For a few voters its distinction capacity starts at 40% of the idea space and surpasses
the other two algorithms by 10%, while for 50 voters it requires only 35% of the idea space and is
matched only by Majority voting.
4.2.3 BoL and Majority perform similarly in most cases. A last result in terms of performance
concerns the comparison between BoL and Majority voting. We observe that when the 20 first voters
are employed (Fig. 4b) and less than 60% of the ranked idea space is used, BoL performs better than
Majority voting, finding 50% of the golden set. This result is consistent with [29], which also finds
that Bag of Lemons performs better than Majority voting. However, as the percentage of the ranked
idea space used by the strategies increases above 60%, the performance of BoL drops comparatively
to Majority voting, and the two strategies perform similarly. This similar behavior becomes more
apparent when more (=50) voters are employed (Fig. 4c), in which case the performance of the two
strategies is very similar from the start. Although this result does not contradict with [29] due to
the different baselines used, it opens up new questions on the applicability of BoL. BoL is reported
to perform better in idea filtering when compared to Likert scale voting, while BoL with dynamic
ranking is shown to perform similar to Majority voting in most cases of our experiments as seen
above.
4.3 Time on task: BoL and DBLemons take equally less time than Majority voting
Although DBLemons provides better filtering accuracy, one may think that workers take more
time in that method. However, we found that both DBLemons and BoL took 42% less median time
compared to majority voting (Fig. 5). There are two possible explanations for the difference in
timing. Prior literature [29] has argued that BoL uses less time as it only requires people to identify
ideas that are clearly deficient with respect to at least one criterion. This can be a reason for the
lesser time taken by both methods using lemons. However, we also observed that the total number
of lemons allocated to the ideas is 43% of the total votes in majority voting. This may imply that
workers took similar time per vote (or lemon allocation) in all three conditions. We tested this
theory by observing time on task for workers using less lemons. One would expect that workers
who allocate less lemons take proportionally less time. However, we did not find clear evidence of
this from our dataset, as most workers used all ten lemons. We believe that the less time taken by
the lemon-based methods can be attributed to a combination of both factors.
Summarizing, in answer to the two research questions of our related literature analysis, our
results show that:
• Bag of Lemons with dynamic ranking (BoL) does not outperform Majority voting in terms of
filtering efficiency; however it is speedier in finding good ideas, confirming the analysis by
Klein and Garcia (2015).
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Fig. 6. Progressive ranking per strategy, descending
quality order. All strategies improve with the number
of voters, but DBLemons does so faster.

• Diversity-assisted Bag of Lemons (DBLemons) does increase the BoL efficiency in filtering
high-quality ideas.
5
5.1

DISCUSSION
Impact on Open Innovation

Overall, our results give rise to two main observations, which impact open innovation:
• Majority voting, used widely by open innovation platforms, is more time consuming and less
accurate than the other two alternatives.
• Diversification helps in the selection of high-quality ideas, more accurately than the other
two alternatives and in less or equal time.
In specific, we found that BoL is speedier in finding good ideas than Majority voting (as also shown
in [29]); however neither BoL nor Majority voting are very accurate. BoL is capable of detecting
only 50% of the golden set ideas using 40% of the ranked ideas. Although, this is better than random
chance, it is of less practical use. To achieve about 95% accuracy, BoL and Majority voting offer
only a 20%-30% reduction of the idea space. In comparison, the DBLemons algorithm captures 94%
of the winning ideas with 50% reduction of the idea space and 100% of the winning ideas with a
35% reduction.
5.1.1 Return-On-Investment. In practical terms, our results show that with DBLemons a
person has to look only at half of the actual ideas to get almost all of the winners, and that DBLemons
also saves this person 20% and 30% of evaluation effort compared to BoL and Majority voting
respectively8 . Assuming that a company wants its experts to evaluate an idea space that includes
almost all (95%) of high-potential (golden set) ideas, these experts would have to go through 20%
and 30% more ideas if the BoL and Majority strategies respectively were to be used. Considering: i)
a median estimate of approximately 100K ideas received per large-firm ideation platform9 , ii) an
average of 10% of these ideas reaching the latter stages of the innovation contest (as it is the case
with OpenIdeo for example) and iii) an estimated expert cost of $500 and four hours to evaluate
one idea in a Fortune 100 company [41], DBlemons can save organizations between $1 and $1.5M
in costs and 50-75 person-months in effort. This constitutes a significant Return-on-Investment not
8 Evaluation

effort is measured in terms of the idea space percentage that a person has to go through after crowd-based
filtering.
9 From [29]: IBM’s “Innovation Jam" gathered 46,000 ideas, Dell’s IdeStorm 20,000 ideas, Google’s 10 to the 100th project
over 150,000 ideas, and Singapore Thinathon’s contest over 454,000 ideas.
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only for the proposed method, but most importantly for the prospect of open innovation in being
considered as a viable complement to in-house innovation by large corporate players.
5.2

How diversity helps

A key question is why diverse ranking works so well, and under which circumstances it is expected
to do so. We considered three possible explanations. First, it may be that the actual set of golden
ideas have an equal representation across all clusters. By enforcing an equal number of good ideas
from each cluster on the first page, DBLemons would increase the chance of getting a similar
distribution. However, as it can be seen in Fig. 2 this is not the case; ideas are represented unequally
and disproportionately to the cluster size, across the clusters. Hence, this potentially disadvantages
DBLemons by pushing high quality ideas from same cluster down the ranking. Another reason can
be that using lemons instead of upvotes helps in idea filtering. However, by comparing BoL with
Majority voting, we saw that lemons by themselves are not more effective than upvotes, although
they do help in reducing time on the voting task.
Finally, we argue that DBLemons works better as it provides better coverage of the idea space.
We observe Fig. 7 (a) depicting the median idea clusters shown by the three algorithms on the first
page. Each circle depicts the presence of an idea cluster on the page, and size is proportional to the
idea percentage the cluster occupies. Whereas DBLemons always represents all 8 clusters, majority
voting shows ideas from only half of the available clusters, while BoL omits two. A similar pattern
is repeated across the rest of the pages. Focusing on the behavior of the DBLemons algorithm, Fig. 7
(b) illustrates the clusters seen by each worker when entering the platform and using DBLemons.
The y axis shows individual workers and it has 50 values, one for each worker. The x axis depicts
the ranking of the 52 ideas seen by each worker. Every 10 ideas (values of the x axis) represent
one consecutive page of the ranking. In other words, this figure contains 50 horizontal slices, with
each slice representing the idea ranking seen by one individual worker. The color for each idea
represents the cluster that the idea belongs, and we have 8 colors/clusters. This color coding allows
us to observe that the left part of the figure has successive items with different colors. This means
that all the workers saw ideas from different clusters at the start of their ranked list. We also
observe that colors alternate significantly until approximately idea 34 (x axis value equal to 34).
This means that for the first few pages (until page 4 out of 6) the algorithm represented all 8 clusters
in equal proportions for all workers. This is indeed the expected behavior of DBLemons ranking,
as observed in Figure 7a. Finally we observe that from the middle of page 4 (x axis value equal to
35) and until the end of the ranking (end of the x axis) the colors are similar. This reflects the fact
that the ideas that belong to both a large cluster and have received many lemons (i.e. are of low
quality), are correctly pushed by the algorithm towards the end of the list.
Essentially, DBLemons tries to maximize coverage over clusters, and in doing so it gives voters an
overview of the full idea space right from the beginning. As people visit more pages, they realize that
they have already seen similar ideas and can make faster and more informed comparisons, but also
to go back and correct their previous evaluations. In contrast, people who see few concepts initially
may get fixated on them. This observation is supported by literature on fixation, which proposes
that the solution search process should begin with a divergent step prior to convergence [33].
Smith et al. (1993) referred to fixation as something that blocks or impedes the successful completion
of cognitive operations (like remembering, solving problems and generating creative ideas), and
proved that one’s recent experience can lead to unintentional conformity or fixation to a few ideas.
The fixation effect is further confirmed by looking at the workers’ navigation behavior (Fig. 7 (c)).
As we can observe, the volume of page visits for the DBLemons is approximately four times higher
than that of Majority voting and two times higher than that BoL for the first page, while for the
rest of the pages the DBLemons volume is twice as much than that of the other two strategies.
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This higher volume, which in the dataset is due to multiple back and forth hops across the pages,
supports the possibility that after getting a diverse summary of ideas from the first page, users
made comparative decisions regarding their lemon allocation.
5.3

The effect of clustering

Our work examines the effect of diversification on crowd-based idea filtering. As such, we have
maximized the coverage of clusters and obtained them through manual labeling, involving two
collaborating experts, to minimize noise. Manual labeling can be also obtained through the idea
authors, who often categorize their proposed ideas upon submitting them to an open innovation
contest (like in the case of our generalization experiment with the UNESCO dataset), or it can be
crowdsourced to multiple independent evaluators (in which case elements like inter-coder reliability
need also to be examined). However, one may wonder what happens in case the cluster labels are
noisy, an issue frequently encountered when fully automatic clustering is employed. To check this
behavior, we ran an additional experiment using automated clustering.
We represented each idea as a vector, using Google’s publicly available pre-trained word embeddings10 , and then summing these to obtain the sentence embeddings of the idea. This is a widely
used method [22], which has also been adopted by the Semantic Textual Similarity shared task [10].
Next we used cosine similarity to compute the similarity between all pairs of ideas, a process which
revealed that automatic similarity calculation could not differentiate much between the ideas (mean
similarity 0.85, standard deviation 0.04, in the 0 to 1 range). On the obtained similarity matrix we
applied spectral clustering with 8 clusters (same as manual clustering) to find the cluster labels
for each idea. In doing so, we noticed that different spectral clustering runs provided different
clustering assignments, i.e. that the dataset did not have well-defined automatically-identifiable
clusters. To further ascertain this, we ran 100 clustering runs and calculated the silhouette score for
each run. This score measures how well-defined the identified clusters are and is widely used in
literature [6] to judge different clusterings. Silhouette coefficients near a value equal to +1 indicate
that the sample is far away from the neighboring clusters. A value of 0 indicates that the sample
is on or very close to the decision boundary between two neighboring clusters, and negative
values indicate that those samples might have been assigned to the wrong clusters. The obtained
scores varied between 0 to 0.1, showing poor clustering on the dataset. We nonetheless proceeded
10 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/,

providing 300 dimensional vectors for 3 million word embeddings, pretrained on a Google News corpus of about 100 billion words.
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with our further analysis, selecting the clustering assignment with the maximum silhouette score.
Interestingly, this assignment also had the most – albeit still quite low – similarity with the manual
labeling (maximum adjusted rand score 0.29), compared to the other assignments.
Using this automatic clustering assignment, we replicated the DBLemons experiment with 50
workers. We found that this method required 60% of the idea space to find 81% of the winning ideas
(ROC AU C DBLemons−aut o = 0.741). This result is poorer than the original DBLemons, which only
required 45% of the idea space for finding the same number of top ideas (AU C DBLemons−manual =
0.869), but it is still slightly better than the BoL and Majority voting methods, which required 70%
(AUC BoL = 0.671) and 80% (AU C Major ity = 0.648) of the idea space respectively.
To cover the case that this result is due to the particular automatic clustering method used, we
also compared four additional clustering algorithms— KMeans, Gaussian mixture models, Ward
Agglomerative and Affinity Propagation clustering. For each method, we conducted 100 runs and
calculated the maximum silhouette score. Adding these algorithms allowed us to also experiment
with fixed defined (8 clusters for the KMeans, Gaussian mixture, and Ward Agglomerative methods)
versus non-fixed number of clusters (in Affinity Propagation method). Results with all these algorithms showed that automatic clustering, on the particular dataset, gives noisy cluster assignments
with large differences across runs. The maximum silhouette scores (from 100 runs per algorithm)
for these methods were 0.06, 0.04, 0.11 and 0.03 respectively. The values near 0 show that none of
the methods was able to give good/decisive results from run to run in regards to the clustering,
and none of the methods had significant advantage compared to the others. We also compared all
methods (spectral clustering and the additional four above) using a second cluster fitness metric,
namely the Dunn score. In this case too, no major difference or advantage was observed in the
clustering capability of the algorithms. This noisy clustering result, across different clustering
methods, can be attributed to the small size of text per idea, which does not allow the creation of a
representative context corpus. In case the algorithms could be provided with context knowledge or
in case the text per idea was longer, automatic clustering may have given better results.
Concluding, the relatively poor performance of automated clustering compared to manual
clustering was not surprising, since the automated method did not differentiate much between
ideas and the idea vector space lacked well-defined clusters. This noise meant that automatic
clustering risked placing ideas that are very different from one another into the same cluster, a fact
which we also manually verified (see for example Table 1). Hence, we observe that the effectiveness
of DBLemons partially depends on idea clustering. We believe that this is true for any method
that tries to leverage the power of diversity. If noisy labels are assigned to the ideas, any method
maximizing coverage over these labels will also be affected, therefore a practitioner must take
special care in preparing the idea clusters or defining their similarity. Nevertheless, the fact that even
with noisy input DBLemons still manages to obtain better results than the compared alternatives,
indicates that the potential of diversity when combined with crowd evaluations is important, and
will continue improving as better clustering methods appear by independent research.
5.4

Generalization of the results

Another important topic for discussion is the generalizability of the proposed approach. The results
elaborated so far are based on the dataset derived from OpenIdeo, because OpenIdeo is among the
leading platforms for crowd ideation. For completeness purposes however, it is important to test
the proposed approach on another ideation dataset, preferably one from a different platform and
challenge context, and one subjected to as little processing as possible in regards to the creation of
the golden dataset, the clustering of the ideas, or the idea text creation. The dataset we worked
with comes from the 2017 Youth Citizen Entrepreneurship competition of UNESCO’s Global Action
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Idea 1
This idea proposes a participatory planning process, which
enables communities to design safer public spaces for women
through safety audits. Safety auditing is the process of gathering data about the safety of a place, and it is usually based
on data gathered through smart phones. Unfortunately smart
phone usage is limited in countries like India. To solve this issue, local community members and volunteers conduct safety
audits of public spaces and data is collected through not only
mobile, but also through online or face-to-face meetings. The
analyzed data is displayed on a large interactive map in an
open public space such as a park. This map can then be used
as a canvas on which local community members can write
and draw their reactions and suggestions to the safety audit
information provided. The idea will be evaluated by tracking
change in safety parameters over time.

Idea 2
This idea proposes a platform that enables women to work
from home. The platform consists of a network of income generation modules, providing women with appropriate equipment to work, especially in poor housing areas. These physical modules can be easily attached to low-income houses,
with properly designed working spaces and online connectivity. Women can choose their preferred module based on local
skills and demands. The platform will help reduce the time
of traveling to work and directly improve women’s safety,
while also giving them more time for child care. Continually
educating women will also help them understand their work
rights and the benefits of not including children in work. The
idea will be implemented gradually, from system design and
mapping the viable income generation alternatives, to prototyping and launching the platform. The evaluation will be
made through qualitative and quantitative data that assesses
the platform’s impact on empowering women.

Table 1. Two conceptually different ideas incorrectly clustered together by automated clustering. Manual
clustering assigned them to different clusters: the first idea to “Public Spaces” and the second idea to
“Employment”

Programme on Education for Sustainable Development11 . The competition called for innovative
ideas and projects to address important social, economic, environmental, health and governance
challenges of our times. The 176 ideas of the dataset were already categorized into one or more
of 17 thematic clusters, according to the Sustainable Development Goal that they work towards
solving. We used the same clusters, in order to avoid any potential bias from the manual clustering
approach used for the original OpenIdeo dataset. In case an idea belonged to two clusters, we used
the cluster marked by the idea authors as primary. We also did not intervene in the creation of
the golden dataset, which was taken directly from the competition data based on the number of
comments per idea. Using the number of comments as a quality indicator was supported by the fact
that the ideas with the highest number of comments were also those nominated by the competition
panel of judges as the winners. Finally, to avoid any potential writing style bias from summarizing
the ideas, the text that we used per idea was the original "Explain your idea in details" paragraph
included in each idea description.
The UNESCO challenge, similarly to the OpenIdeo challenge, received ideas of various quality
levels: from excellent, to good, to mediocre, and finally to incomplete ones. To maintain comparability with our original results, but also taking into account that the focus of this paper is using
crowd filtering to sort the good ideas from the excellent ones, from the 176 ideas of the original
dataset, we worked with the first 54 ideas in descending quality order (selecting 52 ideas, to match
precisely the size of the OpenIdeo dataset was not possible, as the last four ideas of the UNESCO
dataset had received the exact same number of comments, so we included them all). The number of
clusters these ideas belonged to was 10, which again is comparable to the number of clusters of the
original OpenIdeo dataset (8 clusters). The golden dataset consisted of the 16 most high-quality
ideas, equal to the golden dataset size of the original experiment. Finally, similarly to the original
experiment, we hired 50 Figure Eight crowd workers per experimental condition/algorithm.
Results, illustrated in Fig. 8, showed that the three compared algorithms performed similarly in
relation one to the other as in the main experiment. In specific, the algorithms exhibited similar
behavior in terms of performance (ROC curves, compare Fig. 8a and Fig. 4a), page visit volume
11 https://www.entrepreneurship-campus.org/ideas/12/
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Fig. 8. Examining the generalization of the proposed approach on a different dataset (UNESCO’s Youth
Entrepreneurship ideation contest). The three algorithms exhibit a similar behavior in comparison to one
another as in the main experiment.

(compare Fig. 8b and Fig. 7c) and median task time (compare Fig. 8c and Fig. 5). All three algorithms
demonstrated a small drop in performance compared to the OpenIdeo experiment, and such a
variation can be expected since the two datasets refer to different idea competitions and context.
Observing this similarity in performance between the two datasets (OpenIdeo and UNESCO)
reinforces the generalization potential of the proposed approach, for the specific stage of the
innovation process (filtering the excellent from the good crowd ideas) and dataset size. The topic of
generalization however is very broad. Different contexts, e.g. those involving ideas from experts
(rather than from the crowd), or innovation stages (e.g. larger datasets from the initial stages of an
idea contest that include a lot of incomplete or stub ideas) may affect generalization. Exploring
these parameters can be the topic of further experiments and future research.
5.5

Limitations and Future Work

5.5.1 Scope. In this paper, we focused on the third (out of the four) stages of an OpenIDEO
challenge. As such, our work can claim generalization only for the latter stages of open innovation,
when the very low-quality or stub ideas have already been filtered out and it is harder to distinguish
the good from the excellent ideas that will be retained for elaboration and funding. For a fully
streamlined end-to-end crowd filtering process, which can return to the experts a minimum number
of ideas and yet still contain almost all top-quality ones, in the future we aim to examine our
approach on earlier stages of the open innovation process. Alternatively, it would be interesting
to combine our existing approach with reference-based scoring models (e.g. [51]) that filter out
large idea sets, by restricting crowd voter access to only a few representative ones. This would
combine the advantages of both a quick filtering for the large mass of initial ideas, and of a more
fine-grained one performed by our method for the latter stages. In the future, we would also like to
examine this combination.
5.5.2 Algorithm and setting variations. In the version of the algorithm used in this paper, and
for the DBLemons and BoL strategies, we gave voters a fixed budget of 10 lemons, corresponding
to 19% of the idea corpus. This choice was made to be able to compare, to the best possible extent,
our results with those of the original BoL strategy [28, 29]. However, changing the number of
lemons is expected to affect (increase or decrease) the expressive power of voting. Consider for
example the extreme case each user has only one lemon. It is likely that they will try to allocate this
lemon to one of the worst ideas, but it is also likely that the ranking will be unable to distinguish
between the rest of the ideas because of vote sparsity. On the other extreme, allocating a very large
number of lemons will be time consuming for the users, and it may affect the time of the task and
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possibly their accuracy. In the future we would like to systematically vary the number of lemons
to study the effect of choice number on the filtering efficiency and on the time on the task. On a
related remark, majority voting was implemented in this paper as a single-voting strategy (where a
user can allocate up to one vote per idea). This choice was motivated by the way majority voting
is usually implemented in open innovation platforms (like OpenIdeo), and in order to be able to
construct and compare with a realistic benchmark. In the future, it would also be interesting to
examine a multi-voting adaptation of this strategy.
Furthermore, in this work, voters did not see the ratings provided by others (although they
are indirectly exposed to them due to the dynamic ranking applied on all three strategies). A
future research direction could thus be to investigate the impact of information cascades on the
open innovation crowd filtering problem. Moreover, the version of DBLemons used in this paper
gives equal weight to all clusters irrespective of their size. In the future it would be interesting to
test alternative definitions of diversity, which give proportional weight to each cluster based on
cardinality. We expect that this will mean that larger clusters will get more ideas at the top of the
list. Another future research direction is to identify the minimum number of workers required for
efficient DBLemons ranking, depending on idea complexity, cluster size and other variables. Finally,
in this paper we are interested in exploring the effect of diversity compared to the previously used
methods of BoL and Majority voting. Therefore for the implementation of DBLemons we chose a
λ value well above the cut-off limit of section 3.2.3, which gives the algorithm a clear preference
for diversity. In the future it would be interesting to explore hybrid rankings, where a less clear
preference on diversity is given to DBLemons, using λ values between zero and the cut-off limit.
Below this limit, the lower the value the more the algorithm will resemble BoL and the higher the
value the more the algorithm will resemble DBLemons as it is described in this paper. We note that
the subject of how much one should diversify the ranking is a persistent question in the domain of
recommender systems and also a domain- and context-specific problem.
5.5.3 Interface Design for eliciting idea preferences. In open innovation contests, people are
given access to the full set of candidate ideas [1]. Since this work has been about improving open
innovation, we used the same type of interface, giving crowd voters the possibility to browse
through all of the ideas if they wished to. However, there is also work [42] on eliciting preferences
by prompting participants with comparisons that are dynamically chosen to ensure coverage and
optimize for speed. For instance, [14] studied usefulness of social choice functions in crowdsourcing
for participatory democracies and provided algorithms which efficiently elicit responses. In the
future, it will be worth exploring the effect of these methods of preference elicitation for open
innovation filtering.
6

CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose DBLemons, a new strategy for crowd-based idea filtering that combines
the Bag of Lemons approach with a diversification of the idea concept space. Working with a dataset
from an open innovation contest on women’s safety, we show that DBLemons increases filtering
efficiency and takes less time compared to majority voting (a popular open innovation filtering
strategy), while compared to Bag of Lemons without diversity it also exhibits higher filtering
efficiency. We attribute this to the larger number of idea comparisons made by voters in lesser time;
this is possible since DBLemons shows representative ideas of all concepts early on. Overall, our
proposed method contributes to improving trust in crowd-based idea filtering and hence it can help
increase the strategic value of open innovation as an organizational governance choice.
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